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About This Content

Bergsee (Mountain Lake) is found in the foothills of the Austrian mountains where the scenery is as spectacular as the fishing.
This isn’t where you would expect to find a lake but those that know about it know that this 15-acre venue holds some special

fish.

There are some lovely Carp up to 36lbs but this venue is famous for the size of its coarse species which can really grow on with
no catfish present. With Bream over 19lb and Tench over 14lbs, Bergsee holds some amazing specimens.

That’s not all – Bergsee also contains a brand-new species of fish for you to attempt to catch – the Perch, including two boss
Perch.

Key Features of this venue include:

Stunning scenery in foothills of Austrian mountains

27 new boss fish and 12 new achievements

Our biggest Bream, Tench and Roach so far

New species - Perch
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Title: Euro Fishing: Bergsee
Genre: Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Dovetail Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Fishing
Franchise:
Euro Fishing
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 64bit / 8 64bit

Processor: Quad-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card with 1 GB Video RAM: Nvidia Geforce GTX 460 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian
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Dark Horizons looks and feels like classic Mechwarrior, one week into alpha and there isn't much in the game (4 mechs , 2
maps, 3 game mods, multiplayer and instant action) but! the game has a lot of potential. if your an old Mechwarrior or Heavy
gear fan I would give this one a shot you won't be disappointed.. Update: The developer has updated to game to address some of
my concerns. That is *very cool*. 'Easy Mode' has been added, which is still very hard.

RE: Unapproachable Controls: Slight turns are now possible, and a fun drifting mechanic has been implemented. This is a big
help.

RE: Powerups and road hazards look similar. Helpful icons have been added over power ups that help differentiate them from
hazaards.

RE: Death walls. The walls of the arena electrocute you, and cause damage to your car. A front end collision with a wall is
basically a death sentence. This is still a frustrating way to end a match.

Carsteroids is coming along well, but it still feels like an early access game. It's not quite fun yet, though it definitely has the
potential to get there.

I am giving this game a positive review based on my experience with the developer, and my confidence in the future of this
game.. The game is in alpha state right now but is very enjoyable and enough polished . They add content from time to time but
be patient as is a small studio. The devs are friendly and clearly they love their little gem. Support the small companies , the
price is small. Just like Rimworld, this game promise to be a hidden gem in the future.. i like it, it has great potential!

. You'll find some Flash games better than this game, I quit playing after 1hour playing.
I wouldn't have bought this game unless I had got it via "Alien vs Zombie" bundle for US $0.99. lol

(Japanese translation below)

==================================================

その辺のFlashゲームのほうがマシに感じられる内容、1時間で投げ出しました。
101円のエイリアン対ゾンビバンドルが無ければ、まず買うことは無かったです。. Two of my favorite things are my steering wheel and my Remington
rifle. NASCAR 4ever
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This game makes me wish Steam had a neutral rating. It's not bad, but it's not really good either. The screen is often too
cluttered with explosions and various other moving parts, making it easy to lose track of your stuntman. Check out the original
game first. It's the better of the two. If you like that one enough, then I suppose you'd probably get some enjoyment out of this
one as well.. A feast for the eyes and ears, Trip to Vinelands is a slick package with its badass aesthetic and dynamic music. The
gameplay is also stimulating enough to keep you enthralled and thinking on-the-fly.

Take a trip today.. Classic, simple retro RPG, with little to note

Well, to the games credit, it also has some bits of character sprinkled on top, such as the fact that no one dies in the game.
Instead, they surrunder and leave you. Sometimes, they come back and give you money or loot, as opposed to you just killing
them asd snatching your loot off their dead bodies.

By saying Retro, I mean, it's retro in every sense. it even dialog is beyond simplistic and straitforward, with random people
regularly just giving you hints strait away. I actually like this. Just basic adventure RPG gameplay with no strings attached,
where the combat system is very simple.

However, I would only recommend this game if you are into retro RPGs, and you're looking for something to relax to

ps: the game had many bugs upon release, but these were fixed within the first few days after release. So I've decided to give
this a try, a little sleeper game I found quite by accident. I was pleasantly surprised by the graphics, it's exactly the peaceful type
of setting I need at nights, with some interesting survival aspects. It meets my requirements for a game, to wit, that I finished the
game session with a smile and looking forward to return at the next opportunity.

It's rather simple in approach but that's expected of an early alpha. Most of the key binds are intuitive for those who play wasd
type games. What really sold me on trying this, though, was noticing a quick response and patch by the dev following a
suggestion\/critique by a player. That kind of response helps me believe a game will surpass whatever issues I find with it.

A few minor things I found so far that could be improved: E for an action key bind should probably be listed in the keystroke
splash screen you can call up. It's not that intuitive- I tried mouse clicks before looking on the dev-created guide for the keybind.
Should be an easy fix. Also, on early game at least, the night is long, dark and boring; I was left to stand there waiting for
daylight. Sure I can make a torch, but why not provide a mechanic for passing a night (even with the danger of waking to a
random encounter?). A sleeping bag perhaps that you can lay on?

Liking it so far. I'll update this review after I have more hours in.. Controls were way too clunky & difficult to master at first,
but with enough practice you can fly circles around your competition in no time. The stages are incredibly easy & planes are
simply different shades of kindergarten colors. The real challenge comes in how quickly players get bored of the repeatedness.
Maybe this was simply made with elementary-school-aged kids in mind?. Magical girl v2\/20. At the beginning I was not so
convinced - another mobile game porting.
But then I had to admit, this game is really cute. Good soundtrack, good writings, Turn-Based\/Combat mechanics is fun
(despite a little random about tactics cards you will get), story a bit clich\u00e8 but definitely entertaining.
Maybe full price is a bit too much, but bought with 40% and definitely I don't repent I bought it :). As of the release, it's a very
generic match 3 game with a dearth of explanation as to what's going on, how to proceed, and very oppositional goals depending
on the mode you're playing. In story mode, you're looking to beat the score requirement within a limited number of moves,
whereas in the arcade you're playing against the timer. The game desperately needs a settings menu so you can turn the one and
only music track down. The story, such as it is, is lackluster. You're going to school and you run across a handful of stereotypes
that you 'know' but don't, since they're silhouettes until you beat their first dates in the arcade mode, but their achievements for
doing so give you their character style immediately. I struggled to meet the point goals in the first four dates, even repeating
dates two and four, and then, on date 5 (the introduction of the teacher) I beat the goal score requirement in two moves? The
progression needs balancing. No nudity so far, interested to see where the game will progress in time, though.. One of the best
games I've ever played for the price! Would love to see more upgrades, but a very solid game!
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